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Establishing a Role for Minority Source Language in
Multilingual Facilitation

Jack Rueter, Niko Partanen, Khalid Alnajjar and Mika Hämäläinen
University of Helsinki (Rueter, Partanen, Alnajjar, Hämäläinen), University of Turku (Rueter)

Abstract
This document is dedicated to a young man, who, despite the number of times he has traveled
around the Sun, is always open to new thoughts on ways to include languages, especially the
smaller ones, and the people who speak them in far-reaching and sustainable open-source de-
velopment. Since Trond Trosterud in Tromsø is attributed a terrific track record in transnational
and circum-polar linguistics, we try to attract his attention further afield, to languages and phe-
nomena he has only touched. The language phenomena addressed here come from Erzya and
the Zyrian variety of Komi; Erzya has issues presented but not discussed in his dissertation,
whereas Komi brings in issues of adnominal and predicate number marking in conjunction with
case homonymy that have been resolved thanks to the flexibility of the infrastructure. These
source languages, like others, have documented new dimensions and added shape to the ever-
growing infrastructure.
Keywords: Erzya, Komi-Zyrian, morphology, multiargument marking

1. Introduction

The idea of establishing an infrastructure that allows work on individual languages of great diversity requires
more than a minute for conception. In fact, the formulation of the concept is incomplete without the sleepless
nights, nurturing, coaxing, feverish training and jovial interplay with it during its adolescence. It is especially
important to note that endangered languages often deal with very different problems thanmajority languages
(Hämäläinen 2021). From a linguistic point of view, infrastructure building requires not only dedication
but involvement in the actual study of languages to be addressed on that platform of study as well as an
awareness of language needs such as can be observed in earlier categorizations of copula and negation verbs
(Trosterud 1994). Another and far reaching language feature subsequently considered in morphological
complexity is homonymy that is addressed at an early point (Trosterud 2006) for enhanced application to
comprehensive use of the infrastructure.

In 2006, Trond Trosterud published a dissertation on Homonymy in the Uralic Two-Argument Agreement
Paradigms, where he addressed morphological phenomena beyond those of the Germanic Faroese Trosterud
(2009), Saami Antonsen and Trosterud (2011) and Kven Trosterud et al. (2017) languages of Norway. This
work was symptomatic of what is required for multilingual facilitation. On the one hand, this work lead
to lexical research development, such as discussed in Antonsen et al. (2009b). It also engendered and
strengthened concepts of re-usability Antonsen et al. (2010), shared development Gerstenberger et al. (2016);
Rueter et al. (2021b). On the other hand, it opened doors to different dimensions of collaboration Trosterud
and Moshagen (2021), and even new ones beyond the original infrastructure itself, e.g., Snoek et al. (2014),
Simonenko, Alexandra (2020), Alnajja et al. (2020). This also went beyond the principals foreseen by the
originators Hämäläinen and Wiechetek (2020), Khanna et al. (2021).

2. Peripheral notes on Erzya

In Trond’s dissertation, he addresses several languages, including Erzya and Moksha, whose description we
endeavor to expand upon here. Trond’s description of four-dimensional paradigms in Mordvin (Trosterud
2006:246-303) gives insight into the phenomena of number and person marking of subject and object on
the verb. He provides a plethora of erudite information on the two literary languages and their speakers.
Here, we will attempt to put the notes on morphology into perspective, so that in his leisure he might return
to this work to update and expand it.
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ROLE FOR MINORITY SOURCE LANGUAGE

ABE ABL CMPR COM DAT ELA GEN ILL INE LAT LOC NOM PRL TEMP TRL
PERS PRON + + + – + + + + + – – + + – +
N INDEF + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
N SG DEF + + + – + + + – + – – + + – ?
N PL DEF + + + DIAL + + + + + + – + + – +
N PXSG3 + + + – + + + + + – – + + – ?
ADP – + – – – – – – – + + – + – –

Table 1: cases and locus in Erzya

As noted by Trosterud (2006), Mordvin language morphology deviates from that of the Finnic lan-
guages. Whereas verbs in Erzya, Moksha and Finnic take subject marking with distinctions for the categories
of person and number, the Mordvin languages also distinguish these two categories in specific subject-object
marking on the verb for many instances with singular subjects. A downplayed or third person plural subject
in Erzya only distinguishes the person of the object. This resembles singularly object marking structures
attested in languages outside the Uralic context, for example Apurinã (cf. Facundes 2000, Rueter et al.
2021a; see also Plains Cree Harrigan et al. 2017). In the nominal system, as in Finnic, the NP head may
bear declensional marking specific to the categories of case, number and possessor, but Mordvin includes
yet another category – definiteness. All of these categories singularly or in combination might also be fol-
lowed by a so-called second declension (used for coping with contextual ellipsis), copula person and number
marking, which could then be followed by an additive clitic. Hence, in addition to subject-object marking
strategies with person and number combinations observed in verbal conjugation, a less frequent phonemon
of four-dimensional marking in possessor-index with subject conjugation is also attested in nominals and
adpositions, see (1a) below. Furthermore, the NP head in the inessive, abessive, prolative, comparative and
translative may also function as adnominal attributes (Rueter 2010:19–22), Erzya and Moksha exhibit so-
called secondary declension when the new NP head is lost through contextual/retrievable ellipsis1. Perhaps,
this will provide for further dimensions to syntax analysis research in Saami language research (cf. Antonsen
et al. 2010, Sheyanova and Tyers 2017, Rueter and Hämäläinen 2020a) and beyond (cf. Rueter and Tyers
2018).

Whereas (Trosterud 2006:248) presents a breakdown of the Erzya case systems for number of core,
local and other semantic cases with reference to Moksha as well, a rather difficult undertaking, since the two
languages have at least slightly divergent polifunctionality in their case systems. For this reason, it might be
more to the point of indicating three core cases (NOM, GEN, DAT) and an additional two (ABL, INE), which
are also used as object markers (cf. Bartens 1999:91–94, 96; Grebneva 2000:76; Grünthal 2008:229-230,
example 6). Likewise, when we speak of basic local cases we must mention a semioverlapping set (ABL, INE,
ILL, ELA, LAT, LOC, PRL), which are found in the nominals, postpositions and nouns of deficient declension in
the language. The number of cases varies from ten in Gabelentz (1839), and nine in Wiedemann (1865) to
fifteen in Rueter (2010). Each enumeration of case is based on different criteria. On the one hand, personal
pronouns, which might not exceed nine cases, can be pitted against complex NP heads, which may be found
in at least fifteen distinguishable forms, on the other.

In Table (1), NP cases have been dealt with, where possible, using binary + vs – notation. The NP
heads serving as locus can be enumerated as follows: PERS PRON ‘personal pronouns’ (e.g., SG3), N INDEF
‘indefinite noun’, N SG DEF ‘definite singular noun’, N PL DEF ‘definite plural noun’, N PX3SG ‘noun with
a 3rd person singular possessive suffix’, and ADP ‘adposition or relational noun’2. The pronoun, definite
singular and possessive paradigms are smaller than those of the indefinite and definite plural. Some forms,
such as the definite plural comitative are only attested in individual dialects (Nadʹkin 1968:27–28; Rueter
2010:97–100). Other case forms, such as the translative in ks have not been documented in the possessive

1Let’s say there is a book on the table and another on the shelf. A student takes the one on the shelf. In English the word
one covers for the contextual book. In Finnic and Mordvin, however, the noun completely disappears, but even the Finnic
requires a verbal form olevan ‘the one that is’ opiskelija ottaa hyllyllä olevan (lit. ‘student takes on.the.shelf one.that.is’),
whereas the NP head morphology locus in Erzya simply shifts to the attribute, i.e., tonavtńićaś saji lavśa langsońtś́eńt ́ (lit.
‘the.student takes shelf one.that.is.on’) ‘the student takes the one that is on the shelf’.

2The relational noun kudikeĺe ‘in the vestibule’ (aka postposition or adpostion), although represented by a defective
paradigm without a nominative form, can be found in Erzya literature in the definite singular declension, e.g., kudikeĺga-
ńt ́ ‘vestibule.PRL-DEF.SG’ Kudikeĺgańt ́ tago maŕaźevś ĺiśića. ‘Once again someone could be heard going out through the
vestibule’.
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INDEF PX1SG PX2SG PX3SG PX1PL PX2PL PX3PL
NOM.SG jalga jalgam jalgat jalgazo jalganok jalgank jalgast
NOM.PL jalgat jalgan ∼ jalgam jalgat jalganzo jalganok jalgank jalgast
GEN jalgań jalgan ∼ jalgam jalgat jalganzo jalganok jalgank jalgast
DAT jalgańeń jalgańeń ∼ jalgatéń ∼ jalgansteń jalganok jalgank jalgansteń

jalgań turtov ∼ jalgat ́ turtov ∼ ∼ jalganzo turtov turtov ∼ jalgast
jalgam turtov jalgat turtov turtov turtov

ABL jalgado jalgadon ∼ jalgadot jalgadonzo jalgadonok jalgadonk jalgadost
jalgadom

ELA jalgasto jalgaston ∼ jalgastot jalgastonzo jalgastonok jalgastonk jalgastost
jalgastom

Table 2: the noun jalga ‘friend’

or definite singular declensions. In a similar vein, the definite plural lative seems to be missing from the
enumeration of cases in the Erzya Morphology Grebneva (2000), although it can be attested in the literary
works of the prolific Erzya authors Abramov and Shcheglov.

2.1. Adnominal person marking in Erzya

The Erzya language like its sibling Moksha has possessive suffixes as well as verbal and copula conjugation
marking, all three of which contribute to the extensive morphologies in the Mordvin languages. Since
(Trosterud 2006:264–303) provides ample analyses of verbal conjugations in Moksha and Erzya, there are
only certain pieces of information that need to be addressed here, namely possessive person and copula
person markers.

The shape of the nominal paradigms can be split into two types. Number is a distinguishing category
of the definite declensions, whereas this distinction is only found in the nominative case of the basic or in-
definite and possessive declensions. Actually, here the Saami languages documented in Giellatekno describe
the abessive case without the category of number, and this idea of zero number can be readily applied to the
Mordvin languages for the basic or indefinite declension cases other than the nominative. In the possessive
declension, however, the Moksha language actually distinguishes number for three cases, the nominative,
genitive and dative, and therefore Erzya has initially been documented with the category for number in these
same three cases so as to render symmetric tagging for parallel tool development. The question of whether
this should really be necessary is an issue for further development in dialect research Rueter (2020); Rueter
et al. (2020a), and shallow-transfer machine translation Rueter and Hämäläinen (2020b), which will also
benefit from research at Giellatekno, as alluded to in Trosterud and Antonsen (2020).

In table 2, it will be noted that if there is a distinction made in the form of the possessive marker, then
this distinction will be observed in the nominative singular versus other number or case categories. In Erzya,
only the third person singular makes this clear distinction in the modern literary language jalgazo ’(NOM.SG)
his/her friend’ versus jalganzo ’(GEN.SG; GEN.PL; NOM.PL) his/her friend’s/friends’/friends’, whereas the first
person singular may become more syncretic following the Southeastern dialect m, used in all positions. This
information should also be applied to (Trosterud 2006:300–303), where an enhanced understanding of the
Erzya paradigm is required, i.e., of the five tables presenting Erzya possessive declension, only table 216,
which presents the nominative case, does not require editing.

2.2. Verbal conjugation in Erzya

In an introductory to conjugation Trosterud (2006), Trosterud provides information on the non-past subject
conjugation of the verb śudo|ms ’to scold’ (see table 3), which does not contain two consecutive consonants
but does, indeed, retain its stem vowel in the first and second persons plural. Here a vertical line indicates the
break between stem and infinitive marker characterized as -Oms, where the upper-case O is an archivowel,
indicative of an obligatory vowel – either the stem vowel or a middle vowel o, e as assigned by palatal-vowel
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ROLE FOR MINORITY SOURCE LANGUAGE

Sing Plur Sing Plur
1 śudan śudotano -An -Tano
2 śudat śudotado -At -Tado
3 śudı śudıt ́ -ı -ıt ́

Table 3: the verb śudo|ms ‘to scold’ (not śodoms) Serebrenikov et al. 1993:635

Sing Plur Sing Plur
1 vidán vidt́áno pidán pidétáno
2 vidát vidt́ádo pidát pidétádo
3 vidí vidít ́ pidí pidít ́

vid́|ems ’to sow’ pid́e|ms ’to cook’

Table 4: the verbs vid|́ems ‘to sow’ and pidé|ms ‘to cook’ Serebrenikov et al. 1993:133, 476

harmony (Rueter 2010:62–66).
Since then, it has become apparent, upon further scrutiny of the Erzya language, that there actually

are near minimal pairs to be found among the verbs vid|́ems ’to sow’, vidś́ ‘he/she sowed’ and pidé|ms ’to
cook’, pidéś ‘he/she cooked’ illustrating single consonants between two vowels. Here, the single consonant
d́ in vid|́ems represents the stem final consonant, whereas the segment -ems is, in fact, the infinite ending
(see Rueter 2016:131).

2.3. Copula complement marking in Erzya

In Trosterud 2006:251–252, the author presents extensive copula paradigms for the consonant-stem noun
sazor ’little sister’ and the mixed stem noun ovto ’bear’, so it is important that we add the missing vowel-
stem noun type jalga ’friend’, and, instead of paradigms from an older writing tradtion as might be found
in (Evsev’ev 1928-29 and Bartens 1999:130–131), we can provide a modern paradigm, which, of course,
still requires extensive commenting. The first comment is one to explain ordering of variants in individual
paradigm cells, namely, as in our morphological development YAML testing, the first and left-most word
form represents the desired form for computer generation.

Vowel-stem nouns never lose their stem-final vowel in the copula declination. The orthography that
has developed since the late 1920s, however, has introduced additional syncretism, i.e., whereas the Pre-
Soviet standard language (Northwestern dialect) distinguishes the copula form jalgajan ’I am a friend’ from
the possessum form jalgan ’my friends’, the modern standard embraces either a single form jalgan to convey
both meanings, or it adds a Southeastern dialect form jalgam, which is also syncretic in that it means both
’my friend’ and ’my friends’. In the modern Central dialect standard, it must be noted the 1pl form has no
final k in the non-past regardless of whether it is attached to vowel-stem, consonant-stem or mixed-stem
nouns.

Non-past Past Non-past (definite) Past (definite)
1sg jalgan jalgaĺiń jalgaśan jalgaśeĺiń
2sg jalgat jalgaĺit ́ jalgaśat jalgaśeĺit ́
3sg jalga jalgaĺ jalgaś jalgaśeĺ
1pl jalgatano jalgaĺińek ∼ jalgatoĺińek jalgatń́etáno jalgatń́eĺińek
2pl jalgatado jalgaĺidé ∼ jalgatoĺidé jalgatń́etádo jalgatń́eĺidé
3pl jalgat jalgat ∼ jalgatoĺt ́ jalgatń́e jalgatń́eĺt ́

Table 5: Copula person and number for the vowel-stem noun jalga ‘friend’
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Non-past Past Non-past (definite) Past (definite)
1SG sazoran sazoroĺiń sazorośan sazorośeĺiń
2SG sazorat sazoroĺit ́ sazorośat sazorośeĺit ́
3SG sazor sazoroĺ sazoroś sazorośeĺ
1PL sazortano sazoroĺińek ∼ sazorotoĺińek sazortnetáno sazortneĺińek
2PL sazortado sazoroĺidé ∼ sazortoĺidé sazortnetádo sazortneĺidé
3PL sazort sazoroĺt ́∼ sazortoĺt ́ sazortne sazortneĺt ́

Table 6: Copula person and number for the consonant-stem noun sazor ‘little sister’

Non-past Past Non-past (definite) Past (definite)
1SG ovtan ovtoĺiń ovtośan ovtośeĺiń
2SG ovtat ovtoĺit ́ ovtośat ovtośeĺit ́
3SG ovto ovtoĺ ovtoś ovtośeĺ
1PL ovtotano ∼ ovtoĺińek ∼ ovtotoĺińek ovtotń́etáno ∼ ovtotń́eĺińek ∼

ovttano ∼ ovttoĺińek ovttnetáno ovttneĺińek
2PL ovtotado ∼ ovtoĺidé ∼ ovtotoĺidé ∼ ovtotń́etádo ∼ ovtotń́eĺidé ∼

ovttado ovttoĺidé ovttnetádo ovttneĺidé
3PL ovtot ∼ ovtt ovtoĺt ́∼ ovtotoĺt ́∼ ovttoĺt ́ ovtotń́e ∼ ovttne ovtotń́eĺt ́∼ ovttneĺt ́

Table 7: Copula person and number for the mixed-stem noun ovto ‘bear’

For many speakers of Erzya, including many grammar writers, the presence of definite noun forms
with copula marking is atypical or marginal in the Erzya language (c.f. Evsev’ev 1928-29:125-136, 149-151,
313). The infrequency of these forms in Erzya may, actually, be attributed to the fact that copula person
marking occurs on the complement. Thus, both the copula subject and complement must be conceived as
highly salient, and the first or second person must be established, i.e., this will not occur in introductions
where the proper names are conceivably familiar, but the first and second person pronouns do not indicate
a previously establish referent, and therefore are treated as the copula complements.

The mixed-stem noun type, described phonetically in (Rueter 2010:72–73), helps to explain the ab-
sence of stem middle vowels in the plural stem of ovto ‘bear’. In table (7), for example, the second person
plural past tense has conceivably three valid forms. The first involves the basic nominative singular form
ovto form, followed by the past tense marker and second person plural -ĺidé. The second and third forms take
the basic nominative plural as their base (ovtot and ovtt), which are also followed by the past tense marker
and second person plural -ĺidé. The distinction, therefore, is that in the mixed-stem type the final middle
vowels o and e (preceded by a soft stem) tend to be dropped before NOM.PL.INDEF, INE.INDEF, ILL.INDEF and
ELA.INDEF markers. So far, no instances of word-final e preceded by a hard dental have been encountered
in this stem type.

All of the examples given in the three tables above (5, 6, 7) address copula personmarking on indefinite
and definite nouns. Copula person marking can occur with other case marking as well, e.g., it can also occur
with the inessive, and both of these cases can, indeed, occur in the possessive declension as well. It will be
noted, of course, that nominals do not offer the spate of homonymy that verbs do, but they do present their
own variety of four-dimensional marking. Let it suffice to present a nominative singular possessum, with a
third person singular possessor and a second person singular copula marker in (1a) and an indefinite inessive
possessum with a third person singular possessor, followed by a past tense marker and a first person plural
copula marker in (1b). Further information on this can be found in (Gabelentz 1839:237, 402), (Evsev’ev
1928-29:115–125), Turunen (2010) and Rueter (2013).

(1) a. śińd́ŕe,
Sindre,

ton
you

avoĺ
not

trond-oń
Trond-GEN.INDEF

ćora-z-at??
son-NOM.PX3SG-COP.NONPST.SC2SG?

‘Sindre, aren’t you Trond’s son?’ (p.k.)
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1SG OBJ 1PL OBJ
2SG palasamak palasamiź
3SG palasamam palasamiź
2PL palasamiź palasamiź
3PL palasamiź palasamiź

Table 8: First person indicative object marking for the verb pala|ms ‘to kiss’

1SG OBJ 1PL OBJ
2SG palamak palamiśk
2PL palasamiśk palasamiśk

Table 9: First person imperative object marking for the verb pala|ms ‘to kiss’

b. iśak
yesterday

čop
all.day.long

kudo-so-nzo-ĺiń
home-INE-PX3SG-COP.PST.SC1SG.

‘I was at his/her house all day yesterday’ (cf. Evsev’ev 1928-29:62)

As (Trosterud 2006:253–254) continues into the discussion of the subject-object aka definite, objective
and object conjugation, he applies the verbal paradigm word pala|ms ‘to kiss’3 for the description of subject-
object indexing in Erzya, where the syncretism of the palasamiź form is stated to render six different readings:
Thou kissest4 us (2SG>1PL), You kiss us (2PL>1PL), You kiss me (2PL>1SG), He/She kisses us (3SG>1PL),
They kiss me (3PL>1SG), They kiss us (3PL>1PL), as illustrated in table (8).

The parameters for this paradigm can be defined as follows: (a) a default formative in -samiź marks
the first person object, (b) the default formative is overridden when both the subject and object arguments
are singular by definition. Hence, the formatives -samak ‘thou kissest me’ and -samam ‘he/she/it kisses me’
override the default form. In fact, the six readings given at (Trosterud 2006:254, example 109) might be
augmented by an additional interpretation. In the spoken language, the default form is also used when
the subject indicates an indefinite but specific actor. This is an aspect that would be important in the
development of a rule-based translation machine. If the speaker does not want to reveal that they have been
kissed by one person the default form is used. This would be treated as an analogue of the English, where a
third person plural form is often used for the same purpose.

In the analysis of the abundance of paradigms afforded in Keresztes (1999) on Trosterud (2006:256–
257), the author might take note of a healthy yet critical bit of information from Cygankin (1968:389),
such that the formative -miśk, in this case palamiśk ‘kiss us!’, which is used in the imperative and indicates a
default second person subject and a first person object. Only the cell with palamak ‘kiss me’ in it, where both
arguments are singular, has an unambiguous reading 1SG>2SG. There should be more villages represented
from the Southeast dialects in future research, but for back study, see also (Gabelentz 1839:237, 276),
(Wiedemann 1865:74).

As indicated above, all of these notes regarding Erzya and Moksha language morphology and usage
are intended to help Trond broaden his horizons in Mordvin language research. But it is definitely the
morphophonological and syntactic issues forwarded for each language in this mutual GiellaLT infrastructure
that have made us aware of more and more things to write about. And it is this awareness that helps us to
transfer comparable questions to other languages in the infrastructure, such as Komi.

3first introduced by (Ahlqvist 1859:23-43) in the 1860’s to replace the macabre kalma|ms ‘to bury’ verb used by Ornatov
(1838) for the illustration of frequentative and habitual verbal derivations

4The corresponding second person ending would be -st, while -eth corresponds to the third person singular -(e)s of
today’s English.
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3. Plural Copula Complement Marking in Komi

In the Permic languages, including Komi-Zyrian discussed here, there is a system of plural copula comple-
ment marking that differs from the plural marking in other environments. This process is well known and
described, but the currently available large Komi corpora allow more nuanced investigation of possible rare
features or gaps in the paradigm.

Previously, in discussions of homonymy occuring in illative versus inessive case with possessive mark-
ing, it has been noted that constraint grammar rules, such as those discussed in Trosterud (2009), Antonsen
et al. (2009c), Antonsen et al. (2009a) must be found for Komi disambiguation. A good example of ambigu-
ity is found in the Komi word for home горт and an inessive versus illative singular declension form with
third person singular marking гортас ‘in his/her home’ vs ‘into his/her home’ (see ex. 2a–2b).

(2) a. А
and

сэсся
then

локтӧма
come.PAST2

горт-ас,
home-SG.ILL.PX3SG,

Помӧсдінӧ.
Poməsdin.ILL

‘And then he came home, to Pomøsdin.’ Пунегова (2021)
b. Бедь

stick
кӧ
if

сулалӧ,
stand.PRS.3SG,

сідзкӧ,
if.so,

горт-ас
home-SG.INE.PX3SG

некод
no-one

абу.
is.not.

‘If there is a stick sanding (by the door), that means nobody is at home.’ Анохин (2021)

Examples (2a–2b) illustrate distinctions made on the basis of verbal government, such that the verb
локны ‘to come’ requires the illative, as seen illustrated in both гортас ‘into his/her home’ and Помӧсдінӧ
‘to Pomøsdin’, while the stationary verb сулавны ‘to stand’ takes locative government, such as the inessive
in nouns. These distinctions can also be made by treating the copula complement plural marker in the same
way as verbs. In (3a–3b) we can see that the copula plural marker -ӧсь is not compatible with an illative
reading, thus that reading can be removed in constraint grammar disambiguation. Example (3b), however,
provides us with simultaneous noun plural and copula complement plural marking. Hence, we have an
analogy for one part of the independent three-dimensional paradigms treated in (Trosterud 2006:164–212),
or is this actually four-dimensional, i.e., the possessive suffix introduces the person and number categories
associated with the possessor, while the number category of the possessum in яс ‘pl.’ is co-located with the
number category of the predicate ӧсь ‘pl.’.

(3) a. Кирӧ
Kirə

дорын-ӧсь
at.INE-COP.PL

ӧд
you.know

найӧ,
they,

горт-ас-ӧсь.
home-SG.INE.PX3SG-COP.PL

‘But they are ones with Kirø, they’re at his home.’ Куратова (2020)
b. Найӧ

they
вижов
yellowish

либӧ
or

вежов
greenish

рӧма-ӧсь,
colored-COP.PL,

перкальвевъя
tan-covered

чут-ъяс-ас-ӧсь.
fleck-PL-INE.PX3SG-COP.PL

‘They are yellowish or greenish in color with tan flecks.’ Ракин (2011)

The ambiguity illustrated in ex (2a–2b) has been one of the challenges in developing Komi-Zyrian
Constraint Grammar, and is a classic problem in computational analysis of both Komi literary languages
(cf. Rueter et al. 2020b). Examples 3a–3b show, however, that the process and involved questions go even
deeper into the plurality and copular constructions. For computational description this is no issue, and the
current analyser returns correctly and unambiguously ‘горт+Hom1+N+Sg+Ine+PxSg3+Pred+Pl’ and
‘чут+N+Pl+Ine+PxSg3+Pred+Pl’, but from the point of linguistic description this type of structures that
contain multiple plural markings have largely been outside the grammatical description tradition, and will
need to be addressed in further research. Even for our computational description, the presence of repeated
plural tags is a question that may need a more elegant solution. We consider this as a good example where
computational and linguistic analysis can enrich one another.

4. Conclusion

Our study started with various notes on Erzya morphological paradigms. We added some important notes
into the discussion about Erzya adnominal person marking, and touched briefly the verbal conjugation and
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copula complement marking. To complement these observations, we also discussed plural copula com-
plement marking in Komi, which has some behavior which we believe has not been previously discussed
extensively enough, or possibly even noticed.

We did not include significantly new results or experiments, but added important novel points into
the discussion that has evolved for several decades, and we assume will keep on going.
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